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Another Very Successful “Charity Day”. 
Sunday 11th April, the Club invited the “Heart Kids” organization to  bring their children and their 
carers to the airfield to enjoy a day of scenic flights and a BBQ lunch.. Overseen by Vice-president 
Evan  and supported by a team of club members, we made 25 flights in the course of the day,  
carrying more than 40 passengers, using aircraft ranging from C182’s to an Auster, a Drifter, a 
Mooney, a Sportstar and, of course, the ubiquitous Jabirus. 
A big “thank you” to the pilots who provided their aircraft and their flying skill  -  Phil J, Patrick,  
Owen, Graham, Neil, Hani, Phil P and Ray, together with Luci the “Loadmaster”, BBQ chef’s club 
member Clive partnered with Arthur (one of the guests), and our official photographer, David,  
together with a multitude of “navies” setting up and removing gazeboes.  
Despite somewhat less-than-favourable flying weather, particularly early in the day, the whole 
event was conducted safely and to the great delight of our guests, as one can see from these  
photos. 
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Postscript. 
The club received a letter of thanks from Arthur Iliopolous (the “Arthur” who worked the BBQ with 
Clive). In part he wrote  -  “My HeartKid Zoe and her brother Leo were not booked in to fly on the 
day  -  (they) were there to assist . . . at the BBQ but the spontaneous invite and effort to get 
them on a plane  . . . was a huge highlight of their weekend and one they will remember forever”. 
 

Adelaide Biplanes Receives a Grant. 
A grant from the South Australian Tourism Development Fund has 
Martyn, owner of Adelaide Biplanes, all smiles. “Like every other     
tourism operator out there, once international boarders closed, we lost 
almost all of our customers overnight which was devastating”, Martyn 
said. “The grant has allowed us to invest in upgrades to our 1940 DH82 
Tiger Moth and 8KCAB Decathlon in the form of complete fabric  
restoration”.  
Martyn is shown here with his 2 year old granddaughter, Evie. 

(Continued from page 1) 

 

And Then the Cops Arrived  .  .  .  . 
Without warning, a police car appeared in the car park, red/blue lights flashing and siren blaring. 
Turned out it was a recruiting drive  -  SAPOL was seeking to install youth into their ranks  -  and 
their selection just got younger and younger! 
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First Military Aircraft to Be Designed, Engineered & Manufactured in 

Australia in more than 50 Years. 
The “Loyal Wingman” is an unmanned aircraft which incor-
porates artificial intelligence and utilises a modular mission 
package system in the nose where the entire nose of the 
aircraft can be removed and quickly swapped for another 
nose with a different set of equipment or armaments for 
various missions including combat, force reconnaissance 
and electronic warfare. One role will be to support 
manned Royal Australian Air Force aircraft, such as the     
F-35A, F/A-18F, and E-7A with the purpose of defence and 
surveillance. The UAV will be designed to act as a "loyal 
wingman" that is controlled by a parent aircraft to             
accomplish tasks such as scouting or absorbing enemy fire if attacked as well as operating                  
independently. 

The Royal Australian Air Force plans to initially buy three Airpower Teaming System (ATS)  
systems, as part of the Loyal Wingman Advanced Development Program (LWADP). The three 
drones were built at an automated production line in Brisbane, Queensland. The production line 
is a proof of concept for full scale production.  
 

The drone is roughly the size of a traditional jet fighter and has a range of 3,700 kilometres.  
Initially, Canberra invested $40 million in the programme and Boeing an undisclosed amount. 
This was to provide for the design and development of three prototypes. Immediately following 
the first flight, Canberra announced investment of a further $115 million to add three more  
aircraft. 
 

Warning System Detects Aircraft Approaching Wrong Runway. 
A Brisbane Tech company has developed a new early warning system that can detect aircraft 
approaching to land on the wrong runway or helipad from up to 500 km away. Skynet Aviation’s 
LASAW product uses artificial intelligence to monitor up to 500 aircraft at one second intervals 
and crucially works on rigs and vessels.  
Previously, those working on offshore platforms were reduced to spotting approaching aircraft 
with the naked eye or using satellite tracking that updates only every 15 seconds.  
The business’ founder, Jon Davis, says “During the development of this product, we spoke to  
pilots, landing site operators and safety organisations around the world, all of whom had personal 
or anecdotal evidence of just how often pilots, for many different reasons, can approach the 
wrong landing site. It’s not as unusual as you might imagine”. 
The LASAW technology works 24 hours a day and can operate on cluster helipads as well as  
remote and unmanned airports. 
 

Best of the Web : A Humorous Look at Ejection Seat Testing. 
What got some of us into aviation were those fascinating newsreel pieces done during the 1950’s 
and 1960’s on advances in aviation technology. The military services produced them and so did 
manufacturers like Boeing, Northrop, Grumman and North American. Who can forget those rivet-
ing clips of rocket sleds blasting down the rails to test the limits of human endurance? This 
months Best of the Web is a humorous send up of the genre, offered by San Diego’s excellent Air 
and Space Museum. 
You’ll find it at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6Q6_8EyRYY 

 

If you got a laugh out of that you might like to follow it up with   - 
 

                     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFAw76CIcq8 
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10 Years Ago.   
Checking the archives, I found the April 2011 issue of Go-Round actually contained some  
interesting stuff! For example, this leading article which I’ve reproduced in full here  - 
 

The Unexpected Happens in Afghanistan. 
Our media is full of stories from Afghanistan, mostly horrific. 
This one’s a little unexpected ! 
Afghan welder Mohammed Asef Nabizada has designed, 
built and flown a twin propeller-driven ultralight. Nabizada, 25, 
test-flew the craft in the Karakh district, in the western part of 
the country. The test-flight ended sooner than planned due to 

stability problems. 
U.S. aviation specialist Tim Bogenhagen remarked, “Looks 
like the spirit of aviation and the desire to design, build and fly 
one’s own flying machine is alive in one of the most desolate and war-torn countries of the 
world”. Another U.S. aviation authority observed “most pusher aircraft don’t allow for the tail 
boom and the engine to be mounted in the same area. Usually one is mounted above the other 
or designers go for the twin-boom configuration. I surmise that Mr Nabizada employed a twin 
propeller design, thus allowing the rear fuselage section to extend directly out the back. The 
engine uses a single shaft that translates power to the propellers via belts, which may cause 
reliability issues. But, all in all, an imaginative effort !” 

 

Another article that caught my eye is this one  - 
 

Nothing to Do With Aviation. 
Here is something which has nothing whatever to 
do with aviation. So why is it in an aero club’s 
newsletter? Because I’m the editor and think it  
interesting/amusing! 
Norwegian artist Julien Berthier has created this 
boat which appears to be perpetually sinking. He 
adapted an abandoned 6.5 meter yacht, split it in 
half and fitted a new keel so that it could be 
“sailed” at a 45 degree angle. His aim, he says 
was to “fix an object at the moment of its          
deregulation”. He has sold it to a wealthy London 
banker for £50,000. 
 

And, finally, the April 2011 Go-Round noted that club member, Ted Goodfellow had earned the 
title of “Angel” after completing his 50th Angel Flight on Tuesday 19th April. 
 

Diary Dates. 
All Tuesdays in April & May  -  Member’s morning tea & chat from 0930 hours. 
Sunday 2nd May  -  Fly-away to Lucindale for lunch.  
Sunday 6th June  -  Practice Forced Landing from 5 nm. Pilot briefing 1000 hours followed by 
BYO BBQ lunch and convivial chat from 1200 hours, followed by committee meeting from 1300 
hours. 
 

Q  What is a terminal illness? 

A   When you are sick at the airport. 
 

 


